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Abstract Following feasibility studies of iron production

by electrolytic reduction of hematite particles suspended in

a strong alkaline medium, this article concerns the use of

engineering methods to investigate the performance of

various cell configurations, in view to designing larger

processes: a horizontal flow cell with parallel electrodes

and two rotating cylindrical electrodes were used for this

purpose. The performance was analyzed in terms of current

efficiency at 0.1 A cm-2 and deposit morphology. The

results reveal a negligible role of the mass transfer of Fe

(?III) ions from the bulk electrolyte on the process effi-

ciency, as formerly suggested in reaction mechanism

studies. Conventional ion-mass transfer theory is therefore

not applicable and another approach is proposed. Dispersed

phase transport processes, more precisely the mechanical

forces acting on both the 10 lm ore particles and the

evolved oxygen bubbles, can quantitatively and qualita-

tively explain the cells performance. The configuration

with the external rotating cathode allows both efficient

contacts of the particles with the cathode and rapid removal

of the produced gas phase; however the two rotating

electrode devices are subject to appreciable ohmic losses

due to the current lead system. The parallel plate config-

uration, with the cathode at the bottom appears as the best

configuration for the deposition which can be achieved

with low energy consumption.

Keywords Hematite electrolysis � Iron production �
Cell configuration � Particles deposition �
Suspension electrolysis � Metal deposition

1 Introduction

Electrolysis is one of the breakthrough techniques studied

in the search of Ultra Low CO2 Steelmaking Processes

[1]. One possible process is the low temperature alkaline-

based electrolysis of hematite particles in suspension

(http://www.ulcos.org) [2]. Recently, the unusual reaction

mode of solid iron ore particles in alkaline electrolyte has

been investigated [3], revealing the specificity of the

electrochemical mechanism. Iron oxide particles can react

in contact with the cathode in a solid-state-like mode,

allowing direct conversion to iron metal. Surprisingly

enough for the electrochemist community, the role of the

iron ions from the bulk of the electrolyte on the metal

deposition reaction has been shown as negligible in

mechanism studies [2]. Altogether, these results provide a

better understanding of the electroreduction and justify

the development and successes obtained in the very first

electrowinning experiments [4, 5]. However, concerning

the iron oxide reactant transfer to the cathode, experi-

mental and theoretical results are scarce. A recent study

[6] has proved that hematite particles in 50 wt% NaOH–

H2O can easily adsorb on iron, suggesting that the contact

time of the particles does not control the overall rate of

the process.

Currently, the microscopic aspects of the cathode reac-

tion are then relatively well understood, so that studies to

be conducted at a larger scale could be more easily inter-

preted or modeled with a view to designing a pilot cell. The

study presented in this article is, therefore, related to the
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electrochemical engineering aspect of this process, evalu-

ated on the basis of experimental devices.

In this field, recent small-scale metal deposits obtained

on the classical rotating disc electrode configuration [7]

have confirmed the interesting purity of the iron metal

produced from iron oxide particles in alkaline media.

Moreover, high current densities together with high effi-

ciency of metal deposition have been obtained.

Nevertheless, the knowledge of the key engineering

parameters to guarantee a successful scale-up of this pro-

cess is still missing. One important issue to design the most

suitable electrolysis cell configuration is the role of hydro-

dynamics in the cell, and the possible control of perfor-

mance related to mass-transfer phenomena [8]. Another

important aspect which has not been studied yet, is the

handling of the oxygen gas produced at the anode. Indeed,

no reports on iron electrowinning in alkaline electrolytes

with same anode and cathode surface area have ever been

published. The issues related to the large-scale application

of this process, especially in terms of energy and reactant/

product handling, therefore need further investigations.

This article is dedicated to the study of iron electro-

winning from a suspension of hematite particles in strong

alkaline solutions in three electrolysis configurations which

are representative of large scale electrolysis cells. The first

objective is to determine which hydrodynamic phenomena

are keys for the production of compact deposits—as nee-

ded to develop a large scale process with metal deposit

handling—with high faradaic efficiency, which is a pre-

requisite for low energy consumption.

Adopting conventional electrochemical engineering the-

ory as first approach, the process features are evaluated in

various configurations which provide various mass-transfer

rates, which were estimated using the diffusive-convection

theory. Cell voltage variation in these different configura-

tions is also evaluated, as a parameter of primary importance

to validate the interest of this process in terms of energy

consumption. The second objective is to evaluate the role of

the oxygen production and of flow conditions on the energy

requirement: both the gas phase produced at the anode and

the solid particles are a barrier to electric conduction in the

cell and deserve a dedicated configuration. Finally, the use of

large current densities is expected to help in technological

choice for preliminary design of a dedicated electrolysis cell.

2 Experimental

2.1 Reactors

Three types of reactors frequently encountered in electro-

deposition processes have been used as shown in Fig. 1,

which dimensions and features are compiled in Table 1.

The first configuration was a horizontal parallel plates

(PP) cell, in which the electrolyte medium was circulated

between two horizontal electrodes: the cathode at the

bottom and the anode at the top. This circulation rate was

controlled by means of a centrifugal pump, a perfectly

mixed storage tank and a magnetic flow meter. The flow

rates ranged from 1 to 400 L h-1, the hydraulic diameter

being 1.8 cm. The storage tank atmosphere of the reactor

was kept under slight overpressure by a continuous nitro-

gen stream that allows removal of the electrochemically

produced gases. A Tacussel PRT10-20X potentiostat was

used for galvanostatic operations.

The second device was an inner rotating cylinder elec-

trode (IRCE) cell. A batch reactor contained the electrolyte

Fig. 1 Principle of the three experimentally studied configurations

Table 1 Electrolysis cell features

Parallel

plates

(PP)

Inner rotating

cylinder

electrode

(IRCE)

Outer rotating

cylinder

electrode

(ORCE)

Cathode surface (cm2) 21 452 69

Anode surface (cm2) 21 615 24

Anode/cathode

distance (cm)

1 1 2

Electrolyte volume (l) 2 6 0.6

Flow-rate or rotation

rate

1–400 l h-1 80–230 rpm 300 rpm

Connection type Bolt Brushes Brushes
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and the electrodes. The cathode was a rotating cylinder

surrounded by the anode in an axisymmetric configuration,

being slightly larger to ensure homogeneous current distri-

butions.

The third cell configuration was an outer rotating cylinder

electrode (ORCE) cell, what is less common for electrode-

position. The cathode was an outer rotating cylinder and the

anode, located at the center of the reactor (axisymmetric

configuration), was a motionless nickel cylinder.

A rectifier 0-100 A (Acore RGT 172) has been used for

both I and ORCE devices.

2.2 Materials

Solutions were made from NaOH Flakes (min. 97% Pur.)

dissolved in purified water (MilliQ) to obtain a 50 wt%

NaOH–H2O electrolyte. The density and viscosity of the

electrolyte in such conditions have been evaluated at

1460 kg m-3 [9] and 2.3 9 10-3 Pa s respectively [10].

Hematite particles were from VWR, with purity above

85%. Their bulk density was taken as 5260 kg m-3 [11].

Measurement of their particle size distribution with a

Malvern Mastersizer type S revealed one peak centered at

0.4 lm and a larger one at 10 lm. The concentration in

particles in standard conditions was 33 wt% (13 vol%) and

conversion during electrolysis experiments was less than

2%, except for the ORCE configuration in which conver-

sions up to 40% could be attained.

Temperature was kept between 100 and 110 �C by cir-

culation of warm oil or use of an electrical resistance

surrounding a thoroughly stirred vessel for suspension

homogenization: the vessel acted as the electrochemical

cell in the case of cylindrical electrodes or was the ancil-

lary device with the PP electrode cell.

Cell material was 316L stainless steel, except for the

ORCE cell which was made out of PTFE. The anode

material was 99% nickel, and the cathode material was low

porosity graphite in PP and IRCE configurations, and mild

steel for the ORCE.

2.3 Observations and analysis

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) observations were

made using a JEOL JSM-840 apparatus with a 15 keV

beam. After observation, iron deposits were submitted to

weight measurement to evaluate the faradaic yield, taking

into account the cell current and the duration of the runs.

The amount of metal contained in such weighted deposits

has been validated thanks to analysis by X-rays diffraction,

chemical analysis, and Mössbauer spectroscopy: all of

them had a Fe-metal content higher than 91%.

3 Results

3.1 Faradaic efficiency

Faradaic efficiency is defined as the ratio between the

recovered deposit weight and the theoretical weight of metal

calculated from the overall electrical charge after galvano-

static run using Faraday’s law following reaction (1).

Fe2O3 þ 3H2Oþ 6e� ! 2Feþ 6OH� ð1Þ

The anode reaction is:

6OH� ! 3

2
O2 þ 3H2Oþ 6e� ð2Þ

The thermodynamical cell voltage was evaluated for the

temperature and concentration conditions of interest at

1.24 V [12].

A current density of 0.1 A cm-2 has been used with the

three cells under study. Based on a conventional chemical

engineering approach, the dimensionless Sherwood num-

ber, describing the contribution of diffusive transfer phe-

nomena and evaluated from available correlations (cf.

Appendix), has been used for each configuration. Corre-

sponding mass transfer coefficients have been calculated

assuming a diffusion coefficient of the reacting species of

10-9 m2 s-1, the order of magnitude of ions diffusivity in

alkaline electrolyte [2]. This method provides a first basis

for comparison of the various configurations, all the oper-

ating parameters e.g., electrolyte, temperature, particle

size, and concentration (ions, solid particles) being kept

equal. It can be stressed that we neglect in this approach the

role of suspended particles on the enhancement of mass

transfer rates: the presence of solids could enhance the

transfer rates by a factor ranging from 2 to 6 [13–15] or of

the effect induced by the electrogenerated gas. Operating

conditions allowing high faradaic efficiencies to be

obtained, mentioned in the experimental sections and the

caption of Fig. 2, have been determined by searching

suitable velocity of the electrolyte media or of the electrode

for postulated current values of the order of 0.1 A cm-2:

the optimal temperature and the concentrations of both

electrolyte and suspended particles had been formerly

determined [16]. These conditions related to both chemical

and hydrodynamic aspects are referred to as ‘‘standard

operating conditions’’ hereafter.

The efficiency is above 0.8 for all configurations,

whatever the rate of diffusive convection transfer, in

agreement with previous results on suspension electrolysis

[5, 7]. The faradaic efficiency was observed to be lower for

the configurations which provide the higher mass transfer

rate (IRCE and ORCE), and the best results have been

obtained in the PP configuration with current yields up to

98%. For a given configuration, the efficiency is reduced
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by lower mass transfer rates, in agreement with the usual

engineering rules: lower transfer rates of the reactants are

to limit the overall reduction to iron, then favoring side

reaction, in this case hydrogen evolution.

These results, therefore, suggest a contribution of flow

conditions in the reactor on the iron metal production rate.

Assuming that the reactive species are trivalent iron ions,

the limiting current density is calculated as

jlim
FeþIII ¼ 3F � CFeþIII kL

Considering the solubility value of Fe(III) in the electrolyte

solution at 2.6 9 10-3 mol L-1 at 110 �C [2], this limiting

current density is in the range [0.75–2.07] 9 10-3

A cm-2, which is far below the applied current density.

This confirms that iron deposition does not obey the con-

ventional diffusive transfer limitation of dissolved species.

Moreover, the influence of the concentration of hematite

has been studied in the case of the PP configuration, as

presented in Fig. 3. Hematite concentration has an impor-

tant effect on the faradaic efficiency which could corre-

spond, in the specific configuration studied, to a limitation

of the iron metal deposition by mass-transfer phenomena.

Nevertheless, it has to be noticed that the deposit mor-

phology is affected by particle concentration: powdery,

brittle deposits were produced with low particle concen-

trations, most likely resulting from appreciable side

hydrogen evolution. For such cases, the metal losses

induced by mechanical abrasion of the electrode surface by

the flowing suspension leads to lower amounts of metal

recovered at the end of the run, further to underestimates of

the deposition current yield. The role of the particle con-

centration could, therefore, not be directly described by a

simple concentration/limiting current relationship. The

difference observed between the various configurations can

only be analyzed through evaluation of particle trajectory

in the cells.

A study of the reaction faradaic efficiency for the IRCE

has been conducted to establish the influence of both the

electrolysis time and the possible accumulation of inter-

mediate species on the cathode surface during the process.

The electrolysis has been run in one 3-h batch and the

results are compared on Fig. 4 with three successive 1-h

runs of one hour, with recovery of the metal deposited after

each of them. It must be mentioned that foam has been

observed on the cathode surface and in the liquid bulk

immediately at the reactor opening.

The faradaic efficiency is 10% higher after three suc-

cessive 1-h runs with intermediate recovery of the deposit

than for a 3-h batch process. The efficiency of the depo-

sition process in such configuration, therefore, appears to

decrease along the electrodeposition process.

3.2 Morphology of the deposits

Figure 5 presents macroscopic views of the deposits pro-

duced on the various configurations for the conditions of

Fig. 2. The deposit produced on the horizontal PP cell does

not exhibit strong adhesion on the cathode and is fairly

brittle. The moderate thickness of the deposit (144 lm)

may be the cause of its poor mechanical cohesion proper-

ties. Typical SEM views of samples produced with the PP

configuration are presented in Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 6a,

the deposit roughness is pronounced with metal nodules

Fig. 2 Variation of the faradaic efficiency for iron deposition on

the three tested-configurations at 0.1 A cm-2. Theoretical deposit

thicknesses were 144, 290, and 578 lm for PP, IRCE, and ORCE

devices, respectively. Maximum Reynolds number is 2200 for PP,

with Taylor numbers being 230 and 430, respectively, for IRCE and

ORCE. Grey areas represent transition to the turbulent regime in both

configurations

Fig. 3 Influence of the hematite concentration on the faradaic

efficiency for iron deposition in the PP configuration (theoretical

thickness = 97 lm, velocity 0.14 m s-1, Re = 1600, kL = 8.9 9

10-6 m s-1 and current density 0.1 A cm-2)
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being of 50–80 lm in diameter. This roughness is however

only a surface effect as seen in the cross-section view

(Fig. 6b) where relatively low porosity is noticed: it was

estimated below 10% by using image analysis technique.

The crystal morphology (Fig. 6c) is characteristic of iron

metal deposit in alkaline media [2, 7] and does not exhibit

any shape-feature from the original iron oxide particles.

The deposit obtained on the IRCE surface is very uni-

form and fairly adherent. Figure 7 gives typical SEM

observations of deposits produced with the IRCE config-

uration. The surface also exhibits a nodular aspect, how-

ever, with larger nodules: each of them being 100 lm

large, lying close to its neighbours. The deposit is, there-

fore, very compact, as confirmed by cross-sectional

observations (Fig. 7d) whose image analysis yields poros-

ity estimate below 5%. This is in accordance with longer-

term deposition in similar configuration, for which porosity

was shown to be below 5% [17]. Altogether, the deposit

obtained from iron oxide suspension electrolysis, therefore,

share some features of those obtained for other metals in

conventional metal electrodeposition processes. At the

grain size scale (around 10 lm), crystallites are larger and

their arrangement very compact (Fig. 7c).

The deposit on the ORCE is less uniform, with

pronounced edge effects at its bottom. Figure 8 reports

SEM views of deposit obtained in the ORCE config-

uration. The non-uniform aspect already observed on

Fig. 4 Variation of the faradaic efficiency for one 3-h batch

(theoretical thickness 289 lm), and three successive runs of 1 h in

the IRCE device (theoretical thickness = 96 lm, 80 rpm, kL =

1.71 9 10-5 m s-1 and current density 0.1 A cm-2)

Fig. 5 Macroscopic views of deposits. a PP (whole surface), b inner RCE (inset: overall surface), and c outer RCE (cathode view upside down).

(Standard operating conditions—deposits obtained for conditions of Fig. 2)

Fig. 6 SEM views of the surface (a, c) and cross-section (b) of deposit produced on the parallel plates configuration (standard operating

conditions)

Fig. 7 SEM observations of surface (a–c) and cross-section (d, partial view) of deposit obtained on Inner RCE configuration (standard operating

conditions)
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macroscopic views is confirmed at the micrometer scale

(Fig. 8a). This differs quite a lot from the observations

made with PP and IRCE configurations: this difference

may be due to the centrifugal force, which tends to project

particles onto the cathode surface, leading to possible

accumulation and shielding of the electrically active sur-

face by the local higher resistivity. Nevertheless, at higher

magnification, the grains structure and size are comparable

to those observed with the other deposition devices

(Fig. 8c).

3.3 Cell voltage

Referring to typical electrowinning processes, the gap used

in the developed configurations (between 1 and 2 cm for all

of them) is very small for the fairly high current densities

foreseen for the process. The conductivity of such highly

concentrated electrolyte at high temperature is evaluated to

120 X-1 m-1 from available data for alkaline solution at

the operating temperature (150 X-1 m-1) [18, 19] and

using Bruggeman relation, taking into account the volume

concentration in hematite particles at 13%. The ohmic drop

per meter of gap at 1000 A m-2 is approx. equal to

8.33 V m-1, which corresponds to 83.3 mV for 1 cm gap

cell.

An example of the time variation of the cell voltage in

the PP configuration is presented in Fig. 9, where the

variation of the flow-rate and the temperature of the elec-

trolyte are also reported. Around 2000 s are required to

reach the desired temperature of 100 �C, above which the

cell voltage, the temperature, and the flow rate attain

steady-state levels. The cell voltage is much lower than for

the other configurations, with a remarkably low value of

1.66 V, stable during the electrolysis process. This can be

converted to electrical energy consumption in the cell near

2800 kWh tFe
-1, assuming a faradaic efficiency of 0.9 as

indicated by the experiments shown above.

Experiments conducted with IRCE and ORCE configu-

ration lead to cell voltages higher than 2 V (data not

shown). In both cases, the measured voltage is largely

increased by the insufficient efficiency of shaft/current

feeder contact consisting of four graphite brushes rubbing

against the shaft. The increase of cell voltage is, therefore,

not primarily due to higher electrode overpotentials and

ohmic drop between the electrodes.

4 Discussion

The experimental results obtained on three very different

electrolysis cells reveal that the suspension electrolysis

process can be easily conducted with high current effi-

ciency in various cell configurations, in agreement with

previous small scale studies. More interestingly for elec-

trochemical engineers, these results are particularly useful

to study the transfer phenomena involved in the process.

They confirm that the conventional diffusion/convective

mass-transfer rates of soluble Fe(III) species is not suffi-

cient to predict reactor production rates for the suspension

process under study. More precisely, the faradaic effi-

ciency, the deposit morphology, and properties, together

with the results of cell voltage measurement results show

that two complex multiphase transport processes must be

properly understood to run efficiently the alkaline iron

electrowinning process, namely (i) the flow of suspended

particles in the electrode gap, and (ii) the motion of the

Fig. 8 SEM views of the surface of deposit produced on the ORCE (standard operating conditions)

Fig. 9 Cell voltage (left axis), temperature and flow-rate (right axis)

variation during typical galvanostatic run at 0.1 A cm-2 on the

parallel plates configuration
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electrogenerated gas in the flowing medium. Solving these

two phenomena with suitable technological solutions is of

crucial importance to guarantee minimum energy losses of

the electrolysis process.

4.1 The cathodic reaction of solid particles

in suspension: a new approach of electrochemical

engineering

The cathode reaction of metal deposition is probably the

most important phenomenon for electrolytic iron produc-

tion. Solid particles must be transferred to the cathode

surface to guarantee high faradaic efficiency of the process.

This transfer, because of the size of the particles does not

obey to simple diffusion, since micrometer sized hematite

particles would have a Stokes–Einstein diffusivity near

10-14 m2 s-1 in the alkaline electrolyte at 100 �C. How-

ever, hematite particles are too small to follow a trajectory

entirely governed by gravity in convection-free conditions,

since their single terminal velocity is 8 9 10-5 m s-1,

with a corresponding Reynolds number of the particle near

0.05.

More precisely, the study of the different configurations

helps to identify the important role of gravity and other

mechanical forces on the particles transfer. As a matter of

fact, the IRCE configuration appears detrimental to fara-

daic efficiency, especially for long-term electrolysis, while

the ORCE is fairly efficient for large conversion of feed

particles, i.e., up to 40% within one batch run. The cen-

trifugal force is undoubtedly involved in both rotating

configurations, being a favorable phenomenon for the

ORCE, but exhibiting a detrimental effect in the IRCE. The

role of gravity is stressed by the good results obtained with

the PP configuration with the facing up cathode at the

bottom. However, it is also observed that the porosity of

the deposits is more important in configurations where

accumulation of particles occurs: deposits in the PP cell are

fairly porous with a high roughness while those produced

in the IRCE are very compact. Interestingly, the use of less

concentrated suspensions in the PP configuration leads to

more porous deposits produced with lower current effi-

ciency. This is to be related to the enhanced sedimentation

of less concentrated suspensions as predicted by Richard-

son and Zaki’s law [20] for a suspension of uniform par-

ticles at volumic fraction U, which evaluates the

sedimentation velocity uts through:

uts ¼ ut0 1� /ð Þ4:65

We can, therefore, conclude that accumulation of particles

is detrimental to the deposit compactness. This observation

can be explained by the electrical insulating role of too thick

layer of little-conducting hematite particles at the cathode

surface. This is important for large scale development of the

process where handling of metal deposit is necessary, an

operation more easily carried out with deposits of sufficient

compactness and mechanical resistance. A compromise

between particles transfer and departure rates, and sufficient

contact time at the cathode is required to enable homoge-

neous growth of the metal together with high faradaic

efficiency. As observed in rotating-disk experiments, where

current densities higher than 15,000 A m-2 have been

obtained [7], the current efficiency issue is not strongly

related to the applied current density provided particles

cover the cathode surface. This process feature is related to

the large amount of FeIII reactant supplied by each 10-lm

transported particle [3]. The method to run the process

with high efficiency is then directly related to the control

of the suspension flow and the corresponding solid/liquid

interactions.

Considering flow phenomena of suspended particles, a

chart can be built to evaluate the conditions for which

particle’s own trajectory must be taken into account, as

shown by calculation of the Stokes number for 10-lm

hematite particles depending on the characteristic length

(Fig. 10).

Sk ¼
qP � d2

p � uL

lL � L

The minimum relevant characteristic flow length, L, can

be the average free distance of a particle between two

collisions with another in the concentrated swarm, or an

Fig. 10 Flow regime map for 10-lm hematite particles in alkaline

electrolyte. Boundaries have been drawn for Stokes number above

100 (on top, inertia regime) and lower than 10-2 corresponding to

Stokes regime
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estimate for the diffusional layer of the Nernst model, or

eventually the Kolmogoroff scale. In this case, because of

the flow regime and the particle dimensions, typical value

for L can be taken at 10 lm. For L = 10-5 m, hematite

particles have appreciable inertia for liquid velocity over

1 m s-1. In contrast for liquid velocity below 1 mm s-1,

the particles follow perfectly the liquid stream. As con-

cerns velocity, one can hardly consider a large scale

process with liquid velocity far larger than 1 m s-1,

because of the significant energy consumptions involved.

The suspension process will then be run in conditions

where the particles behavior is less inertial, more of

Stokes-type, i.e., for which particles follow more the

liquid streamlines.

The engineering issue is then related to suspension flow

in reactor, and more precisely to the difficulty in avoiding

accumulation of particles on the cathode surface by

settling.

This study has shown that although these conditions

cannot easily be predicted, they can practically be fulfilled

in various electrolysis cell configurations. The horizontal

one is subjected to particle’s accumulation, and very sen-

sitive to the suspension concentration. The vertical con-

figurations must be carefully designed, taking the role of

centrifugal forces into account in the accumulation of solid

particles. The selection amongst these configurations con-

sidering solely the cathode reaction is, therefore, not suf-

ficient, since the presence of the generated gas by the

anodic reaction has also to be considered in the selection of

the process.

4.2 The gas evolution reaction: a key parameter

to reach energetic efficiency

The study of several cell configurations evidenced an

important aspect of the process: the oxygen gas produced

on the anode requires a dedicated configuration for its

efficient removal from the electrode gap, thus for low

energy consumption. Indeed, the IRCE configuration

exhibits a limitation in the faradaic efficiency with longer

electrolysis times and deposit thickness. The approach

made for particle transport and flow upon the action of

gravity/centrifugal forces can be applied to the oxygen

bubbles produced at the anode: their low density with

respect to the suspension (3 orders of magnitude below)

allow them to be dragged toward the rotating surface, i.e.,

the cathode, where they can react and limit the efficiency

[21]. This provides a qualitative explanation of results

presented in Fig. 4, where interruption of the electrolytic

run and recovery of the metal produced allows significant

degassing of the reactor liquid. On top of this, the side-

reduction of oxygen is far more efficient on iron metal than

on graphite, which can explain the higher efficiency

obtained for small deposit thickness.

As a matter of fact, the two other configurations are

more efficient, partly because the gas phase is maintained

far from the cathode. The mechanical forces have a posi-

tive effect in the ORCE cell, with centripetal trajectory of

the light phase toward the anode. In the PP configuration,

the buoyancy is sufficient to keep the oxygen phase in the

upper part of the cell in spite of the suspension flow, and so

the gas can be dragged out of the cell by the electrolyte

flow. The corresponding energy consumption, in terms of

both faradaic efficiency and cell voltage inherited from

ohmic limitation due to bubbles, is then significantly

reduced.

4.3 Energy efficiency of the electrolysis process

In addition to the key mass-transfer issues previously pre-

sented, other important facts have to be discussed. First, the

role of the current collecting method has been shown, as

rotating contacts have proved to be the cause of appreciable

ohmic losses in high current systems. This is consistent

with existing technology for large-scale production of

metal e.g., aluminum, copper, or zinc, where no electrodes

are in movement: simple, reliable, and thrifty techniques

for current leads have to be used. In terms of energy needs,

it needs, indeed, to be emphasized that 10-mV loss in

electrical contacts corresponds to 16 kWh tFe
-1 for 90%

faradaic efficiency. In spite of the possible beneficial effect

of centrifugal forces in the ORCE cell, the energy con-

sumption of the rotating engine, together with the required

current lead technology, renders this configuration hardly

suitable for large scale production.

The results obtained with the PP configuration are both

promising and meaningful: the efficient gravity-based

separation of cathodic reactant and anodic products lead to

a high current efficiency and a low electrical energy con-

sumption. This result is a breakthrough for electrowinning

of a multiple valency metal: iron metal has been electro-

won from iron oxide in industrially relevant configurations

without using a diaphragm. The iron metal is then seen as a

metal which could be produced at large scale by electricity

without CO2 production at the anode: contrary to graphite,

nickel anodes are inert and exhibit appreciable electrocat-

alytic properties for oxygen evolution reaction, which is to

result in lower cell voltage and energy consumption.

5 Conclusion

Iron electrowinning from alkaline suspensions of hematite

particles has been conducted in three typical electrolysis

cell configurations with very promising results. The various
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hydrodynamics conditions studied reveal that the mass-

transfer limitation is not of the diffusive type, and that

gravity is a key force to reckon with in the design of a

dedicated electrolysis cell. The horizontal PP configura-

tions is the most promising configuration with energy

consumption lower than 3000 kWh tFe
-1, for production of

compact iron metal plates. This value must be corrected for

the cost of a preprocessing step of iron ore grinding and a

melting step, leading to total energy needs at around

3600 kWh tFe
-1 (i.e., 13 GJ t-1) a value potentially lower

than present most-efficient full route based on the blast-

furnace [22]. These results stress that the low-temperature

electrolysis technology is a potential method to produce

steel with very low CO2 emission, provided C-lean elec-

tricity is used.
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Appendix: Estimation of mass transfer coefficient

in the cells

For the PP configuration, the Reynolds number of the

liquid was calculated as per the following equation:

Re ¼ uavdh

m
ð3Þ

where uav is the average velocity of the medium, m its

kinematic viscosity, and dh the hydraulic diameter in the

rectangular channel. The kinematic viscosity of the

medium was taken as equal to one of the particle-free

NaOH solution at 100 �C, at 1.58 9 10-6 m2 s-1. For

liquid flow rates ranging from 1 to 400 L h-1, Re varies

from 6.35 to 2540. The flow was, therefore, considered as

fully laminar for estimation of the mass transfer coefficient,

kL: Lévèque’s relation was employed for this purpose:

Sh ¼ kL � dh

D
¼ 1:85 Re � Sc

dh

L

� �1=3

ð4Þ

where L is the length of the cell, here equal to 7 cm, Sc the

Schmidt number (= m/D) and D the diffusion coefficient of

the electroactive species: D was taken at 10-9 m2 s-1,

considering the reaction of ionic species only. For the

considered conditions, kL varied from 1.41 9 10-6 to

1.04 9 10-5 m s-1.

For the IRCE configuration, Taylor number, Ta, was

calculated to characterize flow conditions:

Ta ¼ R
1=2
i Xi Ro � Rið Þ3=2

m
ð5Þ

where Ro and Ri are the radius of the external and internal

cylinders, respectively, and Xi the angular velocity of the

internal cylinder (in rad s-1). Ta was higher than 400 in all

cases and Eisenberg’s correlation [23] could then be

employed:

kL ¼ 0:0791Re�0:3
w XiRið Þ � Sc�0:644 ð6Þ

where Rew is defined as:

Rew ¼
2R2

i

m
ð7Þ

For rotation rates of the inner cylinder of 80 and

230 rpm, the mass transfer coefficient was estimated at

1.46 9 10-5 and 3.06 9 10-5 m s-1, respectively. For the

ORCE cell, Kreith’s correlation [24] was used:

ShD ¼
ð2RoÞkL

D
¼ 0:18 0:5Sc � Re2

D

� �
ð8Þ

where ReD is defined as

ReD ¼
2Roð Þ2Xo

m
ð9Þ

where Xo is the angular velocity of the external cylinder in

rad s-1. When the cylinder is rotating at 300 rpm, mass

transfer coefficient is equal to 2.75 9 10-5 m s-1.
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